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About This Game

Explore, fight, talk and hack your way through a rich cyberpunk world in this 2D action-RPG!

Wanted dead by a mysterious and far-reaching organization, you will traverse the futuristic city of Harbor Prime and make
unexpected allies on your quest to bring down the system! In this cyberpunk adventure inspired by Blade Runner and

Neuromancer, you are free to choose your playstyle: will you be a silent assassin, a hacker, a diplomat or a straightforward
gunfighter?

Designed as a throwback to earlier 2D platforming and action games combined with modern RPG elements, Dex offers real-
time combat, a mature storyline and interactive dialogues.

Customize your character’s skills, equipment and even augmentations – implants which grant you superhuman abilities and open
up new paths within the game’s open world.

A revolutionary hacking mechanic also lets you dive into Cyberspace: overcome viruses and intrusion countermeasures to
deactivate turrets, overload devices, steal corporate data and cripple your enemies!
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Title: Dex
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Dreadlocks Ltd.
Publisher:
Dreadlocks Ltd., Techland, WhisperGames
Release Date: 7 May, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP (SP2 or newer) / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Intel Pentium/AMD, 2.0 GHz or faster

Memory: 1536 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® 8800 / ATI™ Radeon™ 2600 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Keyboard and mouse or Windows compatible gamepad

English,Czech,French,German,Hungarian,Italian,Polish,Russian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese
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this is a very fun train to drive. Looks and sounds great also!. For some blast from the past platforming action from 1992 you
can't go wrong with Secret Agent. You can expect to get about 7 hours of play time from the three episodes though I would
advise buying this game on sale. Seriously, $5? When you beat an episode there's some text giving the phone number to call to
order the rest of them (lol) and it says that each episode is $15 on its own in 1992 dollars. Secret Agent is 27 years old, it should
seriously just be a buck, which is the aprox sale price and is well worth it.. AlpenCROSS is a delightful game, with the feeling
of small-shop development, and many delightful misspellings of American words.

Watch the Store Page trailers to see what you are (aren't) getting (i.e. Descenders.) AlpenCROSS is as much about enjoying
nature as it is biking.

As far as I can tell in such a brief time, LOTS of content to unlock. More to come, but I wanted first impressions to be
presented without delay.

Thank you.. No weapon skin for TCSG Shotgun! Majority of the players play with the shotgun, so why didn't they include a pro
league skin for this weapon is beyond my understanding.. I'd recommend the season pass for this, as $10 is a bit steep for what
amounts to 2-3 hours of content.

However, these missions are far better than anything Rocksteady's put out for DLC so far. Short, spoiler-free rundown:

Ra's: Fun, feels a lot like the introduction mission in Arkham City, but in a good way. The new ninja fighters are similar to the
martial experts from Arkham Origins, and are a nice change-up to the combat.

Croc: Feels a lot like Asylum, definitely a cool mission. Boss fight is enjoyable, but nothing to write home about. Had the most
fun with this one, though.

Freeze: Prepare for feels. Brings back the Militia (if you've beaten the game already), but it's not a bad thing. Strong predator
missions (in terms of DLC, at least), and while yes, there's a tank battle, it's at the very end and it's not painful, nor did I felt like
it overstayed its welcome.

Hatter: Can be done very early in the game. It starts off pretty simple and straight-forward, but it involves the Mad Hatter, so of
course it doesn't stay that way. Great climax.

For anyone who's curious, you can use the alternate Batmobiles without having to switch back for Hatter and Croc's missions.
You'll need the Tankmobile for a bit in Ra's, but don't even bother trying Freeze's without it because of the aforementioned tank
battle.

All in all, they're at least as long as the Two-Face missions, if not longer. I enjoyed them a lot, and just wish the other DLCs
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(barring Batgirl's) were more like these.

EDIT: Forgot to mention that there's a fair bit of Line Launcher use in these, which just made me happy on a personal level
since I love that gadget a lot and felt like it was in this just for one story mission and then that's it.. The hotpatch 4 has been
launched recently, but the game keeps crashing. I havent seen a Blue Screen of Death in a decade or so, only twice in more than
20 years, but this game does it.

Some missions are unplayable, and the game cannot be finished without those missions.

When they fix the crashes, its going to be a nice game, maybe not as good as the first one though. You cant customise ships, you
control your allies instead of having independent allies, which I always liked, and the space and ships are darker, making battles
as dark lumps in dark space, with difficulty seeing rocks and other obstacles, which are more numerous... Still, it would be a
good game if it worked, but it doesnt.
Dont pay for it until it works.. As a parody of stealth games, this one is fun. The power ups vary from useless to overpowered,
and the game as a whole is funny. Just don't expect it to keep your attention past one play through. The repetitive nature of the
game doesn't lend itself to repeated playing.

So long as you expect 10 hours of humorous rather then skilful play, it's good. Anyone wanting more depth or longer play, skip.
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If you go into this game expecting a grand and complicated experience, you'll probably be disappointed. The Nightmare
Cooperative is a compact game, a roguelike distilled to its base elements. You won't find complex skill trees, or a multitude of
loot to collect and equip, or expansive environments for you to explore and perish in. That's not a bad thing; if you're looking for
something simple but challenging, simplified yet also strategic and tactical, The Nightmare Cooperative excels.

The set-up is simple, a framework for the action rather than an extended narrative. Your village is in disarray; go out, gather
gold, fight monsters, survive. The core of The Nightmare Cooperative is its gameplay and that aspect proves to be much deeper
and more engaging than the story. If you've familiar with Michael Brough's 868-HACK, you'll feel right at home among
Nightmare's enemy-filled rooms. Similar to that game, your goal here is to amass a high score, the amount of gold you collect
equaling your final score. Opening chests rewards you with gold and spawns enemy so choosing whether to rush for the exit or
increase your score is a crucial choice. Enemies move when you move so each step forward is a strategic decision that, when
combined with the game's mechanics and varied foes, gives The Nightmare Cooperative a methodical, puzzle-esque vibe.

You don't control a single hero in Nightmare, but rather an entire group at once, each hero moving and using their special
abilities simultaneously. Each hero is unique and positioning and formation is important since their abilities are only effective
under certain conditions. The Archer can only shoot enemies directly ahead, the Mage can hit enemies on diagonals, the Warrior
can perform two strikes in one move, the Ninja can pass through enemies, and so on for the other seven heroes. Supplementing
these abilities are items that provide special perks, such as extra life at the expense of mana or not spawning enemies when
opening a chest.

The enemies you face are equally varied and cement the game's strategic puzzle atmosphere. Some enemies travel along
predictable paths. Others mirror your movements or move extra spaces in a turn. Turrets rotate and fire in intervals. All this
knowledge is always at your disposal and define how you position your heroes, which heroes are best for a given room.
Managing four heroes at once, while timing and syncing your movements to evade enemies or get into formation to attack a
desired enemy with a specific ability, is a satisfying challenge. It's best to approach each move in The Nightmare Cooperative
slowly and carefully, taking the time to plan out your next steps, thinking about where you are and will be in relation to enemies
and hazards. A poor decision can easily find your heroes scattered across a level, cornered, a beneficial move for one character
being dangerous for the others.

The colorful distinct art style rounds out this compelling package. The Nightmare Cooperative is all about the gameplay, the
turn-for-turn decisions that make the best roguelikes so satisfying. Those looking for something with more depth may find the
game lacking, but the strategic gameplay, varied heroes, and one-more-go appeal makes The Nightmare Cooperative a worthy
addition for fans of the genre. The developers plan to add a challenge mode that will feature rooms with predetermined heroes,
enemies, and layouts designed to test your strategic prowess. A mobile version is also in the works, with an estimated release
time frame sometime later this year.. The reputation DROD has for being most unique puzzle game series of all time is quite well-
earned, these being open-ended, turn-based combat puzzlers of infinite variety, all centered around how intelligently you step, and
how particularly you turn your phallically jutting very big sword. In these games, you are the famous Beethro, or in the case of The
Epic Blunder, his eventually disgraced grandfather Gunthro, both hideous, hard-bitten dungeon exterminators with dry senses of
humor (Gunthro less witty, and more gullible to boot, more easily manipulated by the dark forces around him). Character portraits
are straight out of a surrealist British cartoon, all lumps and bumps and sickly skin tones. The "handsomest" fellows have glaring,
deeply shadowed murder-eyes, if that tells you anything.

The weird style and lore (of which there's five gallon buckets-much, in this high fantasy world of "The Eighth") drew me in, but the
gameplay is what's signature about DROD. Every room is a big tiled puzzle you solve by snuffing the life-force of every foe -- very
simple in the introductory levels, as in "swat these dual lines of giant roaches to break the rust off your old self" (the roaches are
DROD's iconic foe, and the favorite food of Beethro), and range to the borderline insane, as in "chase this lone wraithwing so it
blocks the Tuenan captain from reaching a switch that will release more roaches than you can handle while carefully holding your
ground to keep the wraithwing in the prime spot and killing the roaches already released" . . . and that's merely half of that room's
puzzle. It's ingenious, infuriating, addictive. You curse, you cry, you feel like a flipping genius sometimes, when you click the last
hidden latch on the figured teakwood puzzlebox that is the DROD architect's design philosophy, and win your way through a tough
room (celebrated by a righteous little "Ha HA!" from your character, which I love).

If you've got (at least occasional) patience for crazy puzzles and want something strange and smart, try DROD -- it's been cult since
the days of 1996 and the creators have never stopped creating.
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(I'm not smart enough for the super-special-mega-hard optional challenges, but that doesn't stop me from loving the games).. mech
warrior living legends but with an amazing feel...kinda. Super cute and charming jigsaw puzzle game. The pictures are pretty, and
the music is nice. All the art for in the interface is cute, too. It all has a sweet pastel theme that reminds me of dolls and cupcakes.
You can choose how many pieces you want to do each puzzle in as well as other features such as rotation of pieces, whether you
use the reference, sort buttons, etc. And there are no hidden fees that I've found! It's a good basic staple for your library if you
enjoy digital puzzles. I find it's nice to relax with while listening to or watching something else. The selection of pictures is decent,
too. There are a lot of options, though they do all match the basic themes. Overall, if you're looking for a good digital jigsaw puzzle
set, I don't think you can go wrong here. :). wonderful game. I really enjoyed it. We are a father and son team and we rolePlayed
it. check it out.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/FX1Kzbb-IfM. pros

- good looking graphics
- puzzles and mini games are mostly enjoyable. they are not so easy or difficult
- intriguing and exciting story
- cool background musics
- hidden object elements are fun.
- well made cut scenes
- there is auto save
- there are steam achievements

cons

- there are some frustrating trial\/error puzzles. fortunately you can skip if you don't want to solve them.
- there is no travelling map
- main character's bad voice acting

this is an decent hog game. i quite enjoyed and recommended!. Impossible to play. FPS drops after 1 minute playing.. The game
has a brilliant concept and artwork. But the developers screwed it up big time. Please message me when something good will
finally happen in this game. Honestly....even a major revert around like what? 4 Years back? would be welcome!. This game is
absolutely fantastic! If you enjoy games such as Abuse, then you're going to love this. Difficulty is just right, graphics are great,
controls are tight!

Lots of weapons to choose from (once you find the blue prints of course). I'm only an hour in but this is the most fun I've had
with an indie game in an incredibly long time. Well done!. Perhaps one of the best soundtracks I have encountered in a
videogame. I always feel I need to BLAST this game and the soundtrack is a big part of that. Every composition is perfectly
suited to the feel of the tracks, imparting as much atmosphere as the visuals do to the overall experience.

Apart from that, I often find myself listening to the soundtrack when i am not playing the game. A few of the "classical" sort of
pieces recall an epic Hans Zimmer vibe. (Great Dark Spot and Red Storm are my particular favorites.)

A standout OST in the realm of Gaming. 10\/10

A smoother, more enjoyable Dex with Spanish localization:
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Hey!

We are happy to announce the release of a new update for Dex. Not only that it adds Spanish localization to the game, it also
brings a number of gameplay tweaks and performance improvements that make Dex even more enjoyable.

Also, Dex has now its own Wikia page so make sure you check it out! We invite you to come together to co-work on this page to
gather information about the game’s locations, factions, characters, and quests. Feel free to add anything that's missing or
inaccurate and help others to discover every corner of the game. Big thanks to Rook001 who has built a core structure of the page
with us.

Without further ado, here’s a list of all changes included:

Spanish language enabled for PC version

various AR optimizations

manual saves disabled while C4 countdown

dialog window layout and controls updated

fast travel disabled in AR

fast travel scene disabled after destroy

music and sounds volume control update

few animation glitches fixed

gamepad roll move fixed
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fixed infinite XP, pausing pistons in AR

fix superquick punch with block

enemies will ignore you when talking

don't charge stealth when paused

when paused, don't count cloaking and jamming device

disable Richmond radio chatter at Tony's Hideout

disabled teeter on junction middle floor hole

mine persistence improved

disable using items with a jump button

fixed big guy getting stuck after double hack

Enjoy!

Your Dex team. Dex - Enhanced Version hotfix 2:
Hey everyone!

To celebrate the launch of the Enhanced Version of Dex, the game will be 50% off until Monday, October 12th, 10am PT.

For those of you who have yet to try out our cyberpunk RPG, this is the perfect time to jump in!

We’re also releasing another patch to iron out some of the issues you’ve been reporting, thanks a lot for your feedback!

Enjoy!
Your Dex team
. Free DLC: Extra Outfits + Enhanced Version update for Mac and Linux:
Hey Dex fans!

The DLC “Extra Outfits” is now available, for FREE! Get it now and enjoy 3 new outfits for Dex, all with their unique look and
abilities!
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We’re glad to hear that you’re all enjoying the Enhanced Version, thank you for the kind words we’ve received today!

This is a quick note to let you know that we’ve prepared a new patch to fix a few remaining issues that some of you have reported.
And as always, we’ll continue to listen to your comments for more improvements.

As for the Mac and Linux versions, the Enhanced Version update is finally released!

Have fun!
Your Dex team. Best Indie Game of 2015:
The Holiday season is fast approaching, and along with it, award season! We’ve just learned that Dex has been selected for the
“Best Indie Game of 2015” award over at Indie Game Riot. We’re extremely proud to be part of their shortlist alongside many other
great games.

If you wish to help us, you can cast your vote here: http://indiegameriot.com/2015/11/01/vote-for-the-riot-of-the-year-2015/

May the best game win!

Your Dex team
. Happy Halloween:

We’ve got a Halloween treat for you, gamers! Starting tonight, our cyberpunk game Dex (as well as its soundtrack) becomes
available with a 75% discount, exclusively on Steam Halloween 2016 sale. So take the opportunity. It will last only until the end of
this month.. High Life Update (Early Access Phase 3):
Hi Everyone!

We’re happy to announce a major content update that introduces several new quests and new locations, as well as over ten new
NPCs and loads of minor additions and improvements!

We’ve made a new trailer that summarizes the cool new stuff: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0CY90HeZqqQ
Detailed changelog as follows:
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Four new major quests (with various branching points and outcomes based on player’s decisions).

Three new locations within Harbor Prime (Highrise, Docks, and Red Light District), one new location outside the city
(Eclipse), and over ten new interior locations.

Over ten new NPCs, each with a unique back-story, art, and branching dialogues – and with each NPC somehow involved
in the quests and events in the city.

Three new enemy types (Armagear Mercenary, Security Guard, Robot) and one unique boss-type enemy (no spoilers here,
you’ll have to discover him/her on your own!)

New Skill: Charisma (Unlocks new Convince options at important points in dialogues, enabling added solutions to certain
quests and situations. Each additional Charisma point gives a higher chance of succeeding with Convince; it also gives a
discount for purchases and an increased sale price when selling items to traders.)

Skill-level cap increased to six (Each skill can now be leveled up to level 6. And you will really need that for some of the
more advanced quests!)

Several new mini-games and puzzles (Optional. The puzzles and mini-games are not necessary to progress in the game
and/or finish the side quests. They mostly contain some extra reward once discovered and solved.)

Loads of in-game commercials (Billboards and commercials for in-game companies. These add spice to the dystopic
feeling. Some of them are animated, some are really cheesy, and most are related to something in the real world.)

Quest log now gets progress updates (You now get Quest Updated notifications when reaching an important point in the
quest. It is easier to keep track of where you stand and to get back into the quest after a break. Plus it just looks more
complete and finished.)

Emails, PDAs, digital newspaper, and other data sources (Learn more of the back-story for the quests, locations,
characters, and corporations through these additional in-game texts. Some of the emails are actually required in order to
progress with the quests and find additional clues and leads, but most simply add depth to the story and the world.)

New Journal functionality (Similar to the way the Quest log keeps track of your quests, the Journal keeps track of all the
PDAs, emails, and valuable data you have read, opened, or somehow acquired.)

Two new implants (Cannot be purchased, only received as unique quest rewards for one of the new quests.)

New Audio system and over a hundred new or improved sound assets (We moved all of our current sounds to a new
audio system. While this may not be very recognizable from within the game itself, it gives our sound designer a lot of new
ways to tweak the sounds and adjust their parameters, so this will result in better overall audio quality. Plus we added a lot
of new sounds to the new locations, enemies, and events).

More elaborate level-up system (The XP and Level Up system is now more elaborate and should enhance the progressive
aspect of the game. Originally, you simply got 2 skillpoints per 500 XP. In this more complete solution, the steps between the
levels increase in size –500 XP, 1000 XP, 2000 XP – and the skillpoint rewards increase as well; levels 1-9 give you 2
skillpoints per level up, levels 10-14 give you three skillpoints per level up. etc.)

Over twenty new items to be found/bought/sold/received (including some new cool art pieces, valuables, quest items,
postcards, collectibles, etc.)

Many minor fixes, tweaks, balances, improvements, and fixes all through the game.

Enjoy!

We look forward to your feedback!
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Dex Team

PS: Since this is really a major update addressing almost every part of the game, please be patient about possible bugs. We tested the
new quests thoroughly, but we almost surely missed some stuff (hopefully, only minor issues). Thanks!
. Update v1.0.0.5:
Hi everyone,

We have uploaded a new update focusing mainly on fixes. We solved the troublesome issues which could have caused the player to
lose certain implants/items/skills after loading the game (or continuing after retry) and several other major issues reported in the
forums, plus many minor issues.

- Fixed: Missing implants after loading game (error in item loading)
- Fixed: Missing unstackable items after loading (e.g. guns)
- Fixed: Freeze after loading saves from versions v1.0.0.2 and older
- Fixed: Quest persistence after retry
- Fixed: Not receiving cash or XP after completing certain quests (QuestComplete lua error)
- Fixed: Disabled horizontal flipping when knocked down (caused visual glitch)
- Fixed: Crouch back-kick is not interruptible
- Fixed: Jump animation interrupts turn
- Fixed: Losing items and implants after retry
- Fixed: Freeze after roll or getting knocked down
- Fixed: Medikit persistence
- Fixed: Gaining XP for killing enemies
- Fixed: Various minor visual glitches
- Fixed: Certain quest items now properly cost $0
- Fixed: Mouse cursor in main menu glitch
- Added: Disabled reloading of fully loaded gun
- Added: Vending machines have limited stock
- Added: Vending machine "Not enough cash" label
- Added: Teeter animation from idle state
- Improved: Entering room effect
- Improved: Ladder climbing visuals
- Improved: Visuals when entering interiors (black rectangle glitch)
- Improved: Improved pathfinding graph for Scrapyard

Your Dex Team
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